Fairness of a program execution, c, is usually expressed such that all objects which are sufficiently often enabled have to occur also sufficiently often in c. There exists a well-known strong equivalence between fair program executions, ZIf-formulae, and convergence of initial program executions. However, these results cannot be applied to a study of "fair semantics" of programs, as such a fair semantics is a Ci-formula in general. The main reason therefore is that a semantics does not tell which objects are enabled -only the actually occurring objects are usually seen in semantics. Here we study on a very abstract level some quite natural requirements for semantics s.t. fair semantics with invisible "enabledness" can also be characterized with topological techniques.
I. Introduction
A program execution, c, of some program s E 2 for some programming languages P(. . . ) n, . . . ) abbreviates Vn : 3n' 2 n : P(. . . , n' , . . .). As the predicates E and 0 are usually decidable, strong fairness is described by a @-formula, i.e. a formula of the form V'3VR with a recursive predicate R over finite and infinite program executions, where the quantifiers range only over integers (or finite programs or finite program execution). Analogously, weak fairness is described by c is weakly fair iff
Vo l alternatives: V'n : E(s,c[n],o) + 3(0h : O(s,c[m],o)
and becomes thus a @-formula of the form V3R. Wn P(. . . , n, . . .) abbreviates 3n : Vln'2n:P( . ..) n',... ).
In [4, 8] it is shown that such abstract strong (and weak) fair program executions are exactly those infinite program executions that are the limit points of their finite initial prefixes under some appropriate ultra-metric (that refines the natural Baire metric).
Further, any ni-(@-)set defines canonically some strong (weak) fairness concept for program executions. These results may be regarded as a solution to a research program started by Degano and Montanari. They proved in [6] that a program execution c in some variant of a CCS-language is fair iff its initial segments form a Cauchy sequence in some appropriate metric space. However, the results in [4, 8] cannot be transformed to the semantics of a program. A fair semantics is defined by a Ci-formula of the analytical hierarchy, extending II:-or II:-formula of the arithmetical hierarchy further.
We will explain this with two very simple examples.
Example 1.
Let A denote the finite automaton of Fig. 1 . A (as a graph) consists of three states and five edges, ei , . . . ,es, that are labelled by {a,b}. A run, r, of A is a finite or infinite chain of edges starting from the initial state.
'Z(A) = {r E EW U E*; r is a run of A} corresponds to the set of possible program executions of A, while the semantics of A would correspond to its language Y(A) = label(V(A)), the set of words of labellings of allowed runs. We may call a run, Y, fair iff, whenever r reaches a state infinitely often where an edge with label x leaves,
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this label, x, has to occur infinitely often as a label of the edges of r. Thus, the run ~1 = ei (ez)') is fair, with label(rt ) = c?", the run r-2 = ej(ede5)O is fair, with label(r2) = Us. But the run r3 =es(ed)O, with label(r3)=aw, IS not fair as r3 might use edge es with label b infinitely often. We regard the fair semantics of A as the set of labels of the fair runs. This leads to Vfair(,) = {YE%?(A); Y is a fair run in A}, Yfair(,) = label('#fai'(A)) = {w E {u,b}"; 3r E gfai'(A) : w = label(r)}.
+Zfai'(A) is easily shown to be II:, but the form of Yfair(_4) is in C! as the q-quantifier may range over infinite runs, (a Ci-formula is given by 3f : P, where f is a function (an infinite object) and P some arithmetical predicate). We regard a true-concurrency semantics with sets of pomsets. Let p be the infinite pomset as described by Fig. 2 .
Obviously, p belongs to the true concurrency semantics of si,s2, and of ~3. Intuitively, p is fair for si and unfair for ~2, as b is infinitely often enabled but never chosen in ~2. One cannot tell whether p is fair or unfair in ~3: if at the first step in s3 the alternative si is chosen, p is fair, otherwise p is unfair. However, p does not tell whether s1 or s2 was chosen in ~3.
Again, enabledness is defineable on the level of program execution, but not necessarily on the level of semantics. As was noticed by Darondeau in [3] , one has to introduce indexed pomsets, e.g., to handle fairness.
In our example we may introduce the following program terms: Thus, w(s) becomes a set of indexed pomsets and Y(s) a set of normal pomsets s.t. 9'(s) = label(V(s)),
where "label" forgets the indices. Again, the fair semantics Yfai'(s) is a homomorphic image of Vfair(s), namely Y"""(s) :
Again, the fair semantics is a C!-set.
Thus, whilst enabledness is easily testable on the level of program executions it becomes usually undetectable on the level of semantics. Nevertheless, we will present a very general and abstract theorem which proves that under some quite natural restrictions even fair semantics become @-sets. Applying the characterization theorem of the following section allows us to express the fair semantics as a limit point in those cases. As our general theorem will be applicable for this simple second example, we can, e.g., conclude:
for some ultra-metric, d. Here, p[n] denotes the initial segment of p of length n.
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we present our notations and the characterization theorem for @-sets and present an application to programs. In Section 3 we present and prove the mentioned theorem on fair semantics. In Section 4 we present a few more examples that show the broad applicability of our theorem of Section 3. We will operate with very abstract fairness concepts to keep our results as general as possible.
Notations, @-characterization-theorem
Let C be a finite or infinite alphabet. C* and P' denote the sets of finite and infinite sequences (words) over Z. C" := C* U Z". For any finite or infinite word w we denote by w(n) the nth letter within w and by w[n] its prefix of length n. For u E Z*, Further, whenever we write 3n :,'dn :, instead of 3n E A4 :,Yn E A4 :, we refer to n E N (or, equivalently, N * ).
A fairness concept, T, is given by two recursive predicates E, 0 2 N*. A function J' : N -+ N is called (strongly) F-fair iff there holds: This characterization theorem has a large variety of applications to fairness in various models of computations. Let 2' be some program language. A program s E 2' shall be a finite object that can be coded as an integer, g : 9 -+ N, g(s) is the coding of s. We assume a program execution, c, of s to be some finite or infinite sequence ( where E, 0 & N* are recursive predicates and f E g(s) is the predicate "that f is the coding of a program execution of s". We suppose that f E V(s) is a II:-predicate, too. Thus, the whole previous formula is ZIi and we may apply our characterization theorem. As a consequence, any fair program execution c of s in 58 is approximated by its initial segments, and vice versa, etc., see the characterization theorem. and operate thus with prefix-closed sets of program executions.
Abstract fairness and semantics
In this chapter we prove a very general theorem telling when a fair semantics becomes a @-set (instead of a C!-set, the general case). As a consequence, the characterization theorem can be applied to the semantics itself in those cases. We proceed on a very abstract level to get our results in great generality. In the following definition we define a so-called simple fairness semantics where we require in addition: 
(3% : E,-(g(s),c[n],o) =+ Ym : O,~(g(s),c[m],o)). '@(s):={c~tW;c~~()

{o E N; 3c E 9?(s) : 31 E N : E,-(g(s), c[n], o)} is finite, (y) !O C N3 recursive s.t. Vs E 9 : Vc E 9?(s) : Vo,n : 09(g(s),c[n],o) x O(g(s), h(c)[nl, 0).
The requirement (y) is motivated by the fact that a fair semantics should deal only with objects, o, one is interested in, and those objects should be detectable in the semantics. Let us regard both examples of Section 1 again. The "alternatives", o, for fairness have been the labels {a, b} of the edges of A (Example 1) and the actions {a, b, c} of s3 (Example 2). An occurrence of these alternatives can easily be detected in the semantics (the language of A and the non-indexed pomsets for ~3, respectively).
We do not try to convince the reader that these restrictions (a), (/I), and (y) are very "natural". On the contrary, they are severe, as they will allow us to reduce a CA-to a Il$'-formula. However, there are many examples of concrete semantics of the literature that fulfill these requirements, as these requirements say nothing about a visibility of enabledness on the semantical level. Let us stress this important aspect again: By (1)) we know from the semantics which objects do occur -but we do not know in the semantics which objects are enabled.
Theorem 3.4. For any simple fairness semantics for _Y and jbr any program s in 2' the jbllowing holds: 0 .YF(s) is a (Ilt n C,O)-set, l YF(s) = CPd(,Y'(s)) = C&(sPfi"(s)) = LM~(Y(s)) = LIA4&Yfi"(s)) = C&, where cuifi"(s) := {h(V(s)[n]); n E N} -see DeJinition 3.1 -is the set of finite initial segments of c!Y(s), 0 WEAL
X w = limi,, w[n], for some appropriate @-ultra metric d.
Proof. The second and third statements are an obvious consequence of the first: as any (Il," n Et)-set is IIf we may apply our characterization theorem with the second and third statements as consequences.
For the first statement we prove the following lemma. Thus, by K&rig's lemma a sequence (cj)jEN in E s.t. Vj : C, E Ej and cj < cj+r exists. Note, only property (CC) of simplicity is required for this lemma.
We now continue the proof of the theorem.
Let s E 9 be fixed. We now compute the logical complexity of the last formula. As Obj, is a fixed finite set, "3M L Objs" must not be counted (we may replace this by a finite disjunction).
The sub-formula
is recursive, as M is a finite set, "Vk" is bounded by "n'", h;'(w[n]) is a finite set, and f is recursive (see assumption (a)), s.
t. "3c'~q(s)[n']
: h(c') = w[n']" is decidable.
Thus the first part of the formula is a 3V-formula in 1:.
As Obj, -M is again a finite set we do not count "Vo E Obj, -M". Thus, the second part is a V3-formula in II;. A conjunction of a Zi-and a @-formula is in Cy fl Ily.
This proves the theorem.
Applications
In this section we present several applications of the previous theorem to clarify its usability and limitation. We shall present a pomset semantics for Petri nets, two different concepts of fair paths in infinite graphs, and a brief excursion on random real numbers. Petri net pomset semantics. Here, 2' will be the class of Petri nets, and s E _Y thus is a Petri net s = (P, T, F, 2, mo) over some finite set C of actions. P, T, and F are finite sets of places, transitions, and arc-connections, respectively. i : T -+ C adds to every transition some action as a label, ma is the initial marking. As the set %7(s) (of "program executions" of s) we choose the set of all processes of s, see, e.g. natural topology we refer, e.g., to [5] . Fig. 4 presents an example of a simple Petri net with two of its possible processes and their pomsets. Any cut (cf.
[l]) in a process p uniquely defines a marking for the underlying Petri net. We say that a transition t E T is enabled in p if it is enabled in some cut of p. A process p is calledfair if all infinitely often enabled transitions in p have to occur in p infinitely often. This defines q'(s).
We are interested in the fair pomset semantics of s, sPF(s), consisting of all pomsets which are abstractions of the fair processes of s. Obviously, a cut in a pomset will not define a marking. Thus, enabledness is invisible in pomsets. However, one verifies easily that all requirements for Theorem 3.4 are fulfilled. Let _!?Y%&'(C) denote the set of all finite pomsets over C. Thus, by our theorem we conclude the existence of an ultra metric d (that refines the natural metric on pomsets, see [5] ) s.t.
YF(s) = CPd(9WA'(C)), etc. However, we do not claim that our theorem yields a "simple description" for this metric.
Injinite graphs. Of course, the previous example also holds true for infinite Petri nets (with some recursive description s.t. assumption (CI) for "simple fairness" holds). We will study a more abstract example now. Let G denote some infinite arc-labelled graph with an initial node, ~0, with a "recursive description" (e.g. some Turing machine that generates G in a breadth-first-search, starting in ug), s.t. assumption (a) shall hold. We regard G as V(s), the complete branching-time description of all "computation executions" of some program s. A simple computation sequence of s shall be any path in G (starting in ua). Let C := Zi ir & be the finite set of arc-labels of G. We are interested in Cl-abstractions of G, i.e. in those words w E C;U that are labellings of paths of G where all X2-labels are mapped to some letters in Ci. As a (rather strange) kind of fairness we are interested in those paths in G only that use Ci-labels almost always, if possible. I.e., whenever p may choose to follow a Cl-arc or a Zz-arc it will choose a &-arc only finitely often. Thus, we are interested in the following "fairness" semantics where 2 is the abstraction that maps paths to Cl-label sequences. This may also be expressed as: ('v'k : 3120 : p(n) can be prolonged with a Ct-arc and ~(n + 1) uses a &-arc) > Vk : 3n 2 0 : false. Thus, we get a fairness concept with a trivial occurrence predicate "false". Again, our Theorem 3.4 is applicable and YF(s) = CPd(CT), etc., for an appropriate ultra metric d.
As a second example of an (also rather strange) fairness notion we regard only those paths in G that are primitive recursive (as a function from N into the set of edges). 
